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Crime and Punishment

 

Today, I am being courted by one of the

biggest TV shows in the nation.  They want to

have me on as a guest.  But in order to cover

themselves in terms of lawsuits, they have to

do research to see if there is enough evidence

to not be sued for covering the story.  On top

of that, I get the impression that what they

hope to do is begin a nation wide witch hunt

and make the show about why these people in

my past have not been “brought to justice”.  It

is consuming my mind today and so, I figured

I’d simply write a blog about my thoughts on

it.

 

Most of us who are abused (especially sexually or ritually) never get the privilege of press

coverage or of being rescued by state child protection agencies.  Most of us, suffer for years

in silence.  The pain of our lives is the pain of being involved in crimes that no one is a

witness to.  And those that do witness it are too scared to talk.  The pain of our lives is the

pain of not being able to remember exact dates and not being old enough to hoard evidence. 

We are lucky to escape with our lives, much less anything else.  This is the reason that the

court case involving my childhood went cold.  When it is one person’s word against

another’s, there is not enough evidenced to win a case.  You need solid evidence to win a case

and if the OJ Simpson trial taught us anything, it’s that even if you do have evidence, it’s not

enough to win a case sometimes.  The case I was involved in will be dead in the water unless

someone else comes forward some day to corroborate the evidence.  Scars are not enough

evidence to win a case.  And if you’ve studied about trauma psychology, especially as it

applies to cult survivors, the likelihood of someone else coming forward is very slim.

 

 

I must admit to a deep shadow within me that

is a result of my pain… Every time they

recover a girl or a group of girls that were

hidden and abused in a basement or a

backyard somewhere and the retrieval makes

headline news, you’d think I’d be happy for

them.  Instead, my heart sinks every single

time.  Just yesterday in the airport, I passed by Elizabeth Smart’s new book and I had this

same reaction.  First I feel like the unluckiest person on earth, then that emotion gives rise to

rage and then I am consumed with jealousy.  I watch them get re absorbed into society’s

arms as heroes.  No one questions or doubts their experiences.  They don’t have to struggle

for anything anymore.  Their psychology is provided for them.  So are book deals and movie

deals, so they never have to struggle with the insecurity of money again.  But my story is the

more common one for those of us who have escaped.  No book deals, no movie deals, no

headline news articles.  We cannot afford the price of therapy consistently.  We are not

welcomed back into society as heroes; instead, we are ostracized.  Our stories are scrutinized

as if they are lies.  We are doubted constantly by a society that would rather believe we were

crazy than that things like this actually happen.  We are alone.  We are as alone as we were
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when we were enduring the abuse in the first place.

 

My shadow is that I never feel more sorry for myself than when I see some girl make front-

page news for being rescued from abuse, because I didn’t get rescued.  I had to crawl away

on my hands and my knees alone.  I had to put the pieces of my life back together one by

one, while most of society was pulling against me instead of rooting for me.

 

 

People ask me all the time, “If you could

have your way, what would you hope

would happen to your abuser?”  I usually

answer by saying; “I wish he could find

relief.”  The average person HATES this

answer.  They tell me it is because I am

still bonded to him (an aftermath of

Stockholm Syndrome) that I feel this way. 

The thing is, there is no simple answer to

this question.  I did not go through an

entire enlightenment process, where the

oneness of the victim and the abuser was

made obvious to me, to then turn around

and wish him unwell.  Our jails do not

rehabilitate people.  They destroy people.  I am a spiritual teacher first and foremost.  Our

system of reward and punishment is not in alignment with universal truth.  This means, I

am not in alignment with a system whose justice is based on a system of reward and

punishment.  But I don’t want to see any other girls go through what I went through, which

of course is the potential if someone who hurts children is still on the loose.  It feels like I am

between a rock and a hard place.

 

People seem to enjoy revenge.  They call revenge justice so they can feel better about wanting

it.  But the truth is, pain begets pain.  I gain nothing by watching my abuser suffer.  There is

no justice in this system.  Even if you locked away every abuser you could find on earth in a

jail cell, you could not save people from their own creations. Victims are not exempt from

this creation process. They too create their reality.  We live in a society that does not yet

recognize the vibrational reality that directs and dictates and trumps everything that is

physical in nature, so no one wants to hear it when I say this…  But locking up the

perpetrators does nothing to improve the powerless state of those who sit squarely in a

vibration of victimhood.  It changes nothing about them at all.  And so they remain a match

to what comes as a result of that vibration.  They will be victimized by something no matter

how hard you try on a physical level to prevent it for them.  You could not physically do

enough to save them from their own point of attraction.  And yes, you should listen to this,

because it’s coming from me… someone brave enough to own up to the reality that I held a

vibration of powerlessness and attracted the experience I had as a child into my life.  The

only answer is to empower the victim so their point of attraction changes, and empower the

perpetrator, so their desire to hurt others wanes.  All pain on both sides (victim and

perpetrator) is a result of the perception that they are powerlessness.
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